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ABSTRACT

Four Polish words with varying number of

syllables (dag, dobra, normalny and natu—

ralnie) were synthesized using a COMPUTALKv

ER CT-l speech synthesizer. For each of the

words 8 basic Polish intonation patterns

were obtained by appropriately controlling

the F0 parameter. Three variants of the

intonation patterns were prepared (a quasi—

natural variant and two types of approxi—

mation) of which the quasi—natural variant,

elaborated on the basis of F0 values ex—

tracted from natural utterances of the four

words, served as the model for the remain—

ing two. The total of 70 synthetic inton—

ation patterns were tested for recogniz-

ability and naturalness in a listening ex—

periment. On this basis. the optimum ap-

‘ proximation type was determined and the

contours most typical for Polish questions

and statements were selected for further

research in the synthesis of intonation.

INTRODUCTION

The perceptual impression of accent is
generally claimed to result from variations
in fundamental frequency. duration and
intensity within the vowel segment of the
ascented syllable ([2], [6], [10]). Of
these three parameters, F0 has been found

to play the most important role in signal—
ling aficent ([Z;. [9], [10], [14]). inten—
51 y aVing» e least si nifi([2], [9]. [10]). g cant effect

in analyses of linguistic functions of
intonation two most general types of utter—

ances are distinguished: (1) unfinished
(general interrogative, continuative) and
(2) finished (statements, demands, specific
questions). Utterances of the first type
are usually characterized by a rising in—
tonation and utterances of the second type
— by a falling intonation. In perceptual
identification of each of these types the
following three factors are of particular
importance:
1) Fo'lzvel a: the turning point, i. e. the

poin imme iatel rece ' 'or fall Y p ding an F0 rise

2) direction of F0 change and
3) its range.

For example, subjective impression of a

general question is the stronger, tm

greater the F0 increase within the accmnw

syllable ([8], [11]) and the higher theFO

value at the turning point ([8]).The effut

of the F0 value at the turning point mu

even be more relevant than that of tm

final F0 rise, especially if the latters

range is relatively small. Moreover, tm

perceptual impression of accent is tm .

stronger, the faster the F0 rise wiflun

the accented syllable ([13]).

TECHNICAL BASES OF WORD SYNTHESIS

For the purposes of the present experflmnt
four Polish words (dag. dobra. 9913942! “d
naturalnie) were synthesized using a COW

PUTALKER CT-l formant speech synthesner

controlled — via a minicomputer MERA 3%
configuration (Fig 1; cf. also [4“ ‘ W
specially developed software. COMPUTMXH

CT—1 simulates the transfer function oftm
vocal tract by means of formant fiuen

connected in series. Apart from the s

theSizing unit, composed of noise and n

tal tone generators as well as nasal.n0ise
and. formant filters, it also includes 6

logistics unit the function of which com

Sists in:
a) conversion of 8-bit digital parametaa

into the analog form controlling tm
elements of the synthesizing unit.

I

'b) short—term memory storing of thepaP

ameters.

A set of 9 Parameters (amplitudes of I“

glOttal tone. aspiration noise and 0”“
resonance, F0, F1, F2, F3, amplitudeam

Irequencv of the friction noise) has tobe
input to the sYnthesizeriin digital tom

(1 byte per 1 parameter) for the 5V”
thesizer to be controlled. This is doneby
means of a parallel bus of data (each 60”
trol parameter is given a 4—bit 60“)

termed. "frame”. The rate of control d““
transmission in the system corresponds w

an average Speech rate (1 frame per 10mg.

WORD SYNTHESIS PRI pur
. NCIPLES CONCERNING

ATION AND AMPLITUDE or THE GLOTTAL 10M

ZOFd 'SYnthesis was carried out using tfi
XIStlng 11brary of synthetic diadS of t
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63—channel analog

frequency analyser

(range: 80-8310 Hz)

8—bit A/D converter

formant speech minicomputer MERA 303

synthesizer . ‘ ‘ -- (8—bit CPU.ith 87kbyte-

COMPUTALKER CT—l _(.$. operating“store)

-external store.

,(floppyudisks)'
capacity .graphical fiiplay uhit

(screen dimensions:

64X256 points) 4x250 kbyte

.Fig. 1. Minicomputer configuration for speech synthesis and analysis

CV and VC type ([3]). _

segments were inserted between the diads

to form natural-sounding words. At the

Appropriate transient spoken with all these intonations by a

skilled phonetician, were tape—recorded. As

the utterances of the words dal, normalny

initial stage. each of the synthetic words and naturalnie containing the composite

received

(cf. above).

and Mattingly [12])-

Durations of individual phones making up

the four words were'determined on the baSis

0f the results given by Richter [15]. Pre—

liminary listening tests led to the fol—

lowing duration of the steady—state part of

"intensity—durational“ ‘

only, With constant F0 at 120 Hz over their

whole length. Amplitude changes in the

formant tract were of segmental character

in almost all cases: within the steady

state of any monosegmental phone amplitude

values were not varied. Since the role. of

intensity in signalling accent is marginal

amplitude values

stressed vowels were also held flat (the

same approach was adopted by Abramson [1]

stress

utterances were analysed using a TM3

interval, were used to synthesize

within
proximation of natural F0 contoursi

1) Approximation by a broken line

proximation (cf. e.g. [5], [11]).

segment broken line was

the - — ‘ v wel within the total line. _ _ ‘

word itigisogearing o 2) Step—wise approx1mation (A2). in

da] — 190 ms (total — 480 ms) a rapid change in F0 (10 Hz/lo

dobra — 130 ms (total — 670 ms) carried out within the accented

normalny — 120 ms (total — 910 ms) lable, occurred between two level

flsggrglnig - 90 ms (total .— 1060 ms) ments.

SYNTHESIS OF INTONATION

For the purposes of intonation synthesis, 8

Contours (corresponding to the most typical

Polish word intonations

the inventory of Polish intonemes put for-

Ward by Steffen—Batogowa ([16]). These

were:
1) low rising (LR)
2) full rising (FR)

3) high rising (HR)
4) level (L)
5) full falling (FF)
Natural utterances

natural intonations which served as

model for the following two types of

contours (LRF and HRF) sounded somewhat

artificial. they were excluded from further

examination. F0 patterns in the remaining

Pitch

meter. The resulting sequences of absolute

F0 values, each corresponding to a 10 ms

quasi—
the
ap-

(A1)

consisting of three or four segments.

This is the most frequently applied ap-
Four-

utilized in

rising—falling intonations. Level inton—

ations were approximated by a straight

which

ms),

5Y1-

seg-

Irrespective of F0 pattern type, neither of

the two parameters responsible for signal—

was modified. It was assumed that

ations in length of the accented

significant way.

6) low falling (LF)

ling accent (i.e. duration and amplitude)
Vari—
vowel

occurring among different types of F0 pat—

) were selected from terns do not affect accent perception and

intonation type identifiability in any

Altogether, 70 synthetic intonation pat—

terns were prepared. The total fundamental

7) full rising—falling frequency range utilized in the synthesis

(FRF) covered frequencies from 77 Hz to 250 Hz.

‘sing—falling In the majority of cases, however. F0

8) low r1 (LRF) values ‘were not lower than 88 Hz and did

of the four words. not exceed 240 Hz.

F’o 1.5.2
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quasisnatural contour
approximation by a broken line
step—Wise approx1mation
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Fig. 2. NORMALNY - full rising intonation

Examples of synthetic F0 cont 'in Figs. 2 and 3- ours are given

PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF SYNTHETIC
INTONATIONS

Recognizability and naturalnes
synthetic intonations were evafiugiezllni
ceptually, in two listening tests by 18
subjects divided into two panels (A and B)
The task of panel A. consisting of 8 per;
sons with professional experience with
respect'to speech melody, was to identify
the type of intonation pattern presented
(LR. FF. L etc.). Panel B. composed of 10
tgazve“ subjects. was to qualify the syn-
megtsf utterances as questions or state-

M
' Panel A; For the total of ' '—

fication trials (70 patterns x 856gubgzgts)
401 correct responses were obtained (ab 72
8). Identification rate of the intonations
in the four words was the highest with the
step—Wise approximation (76 %) The quasi-
natural intonations and the contours a —
prox1mated by a broken line were recognizzd
correctly in 69 X and 71 s, respectively
Of the 8 types of synthetic intonations
low rises were recognized most efficientl'
(92 per cent of correct responses), whereas
the composite patterns yielded the poorest

F.[Hz]‘
11.0» ..
130

120

110

100

90

01231.5'67'6
quasi—natural contour
approximation by a broken line
step-Wise approximation

‘5 E100 m3

Fig. 3. NORMALNY — low falling intonation

identification results (only 21 per cent of
correct responses were obtained for full
riseffallsl. The recognition scores for the
remaining intonations were as follows: low
fall - 78 %. level - 69 %. full fall - 81
3. high rise — 66 %. full rise - 73 z. and
low rise-fall — 33 %.

. .Panel 3; Two
riSing intonations (full

in. signalling a question-
ceived I

of the three
, - rise

rise) proved to be nearly equally effective
_ they were per-

as interrogative 98 % of the

synthetic

and high

time.
With the exception of the low rise, 'which
was misidentified most frequently.
remaining intonations were commonly

all the

judged
(from 88 to 100 per cent of responses) as

typical for statements.
As the case of the level intonation
cated,

as statement—like.

DISCUSSION

In 87 % of the erroneous

indi-
an F0 fall is not an ind'

. . 1s 3 ble
condition for an utterance to be Pen aperceived

responses. the
dir 'ection of F0 change was recognized cor-
rectly
range
ations,
Egserved to occur
. patterns we -
identify (92 re ap

of variation .

and 78 per cent

and the error pertained only to the

With the low
however, the contrary tendency was

Even though the LR and
parently fairly easy to

of correct

inton-

for this

gaiignszg£ respectively), they were 315°tern Th en confused with the level Pat“
perceptu l _faqtor responsible

relatively Ségliarlty was most probably thekR and LP. a 1 range of F0 variation in

5 stated above. identification SCOTGS
obtainedFRF) for the complex patterns (LRF andwere the 1 .less frequent o owest of all.

utterances,
simple falling intonations.

Due to their
th ccurrence in Polish one-word

e two were often perceived as

The reaso
provided Ehzhb the Step-wise apprOXimationintonation t est identification results of

ypes was the characteristic,

Po 1.5.3
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,the small F0 increase,

a

abrupt change in F0 preceded and followed

by relatively long (hence easily percep— [ 6]

~tible) segments within which F0 value re-

mained constant (level). The drawback of

the intonation patterns thus produced was i 7]

the peculiar ”singing effect" of the utte—'

rances containing them.

Responses given by panel B pointed to the [ 8]

occurrence of a tendency for preferring the

"statement" alternative. An intonation rise

within the accented syllable was found to

be the necessary condition of the "ques— [ 9]

tion" response. Moreover. the rise had tc

be characterized by a sufficiently wide

range or a suffiCiently high F0 level with—

in' the pre-accentual segment of the word.

At least one of these conditions was met

with FR and HR intonations. which were [10]

almost unanimously judged as typical for

questions. On the other.hand. a consider- [11]

able divergence of responses occurred with

LR intonations which. owing to the low F0

level within the pre-accentual segment and

were perceived as

indicating statements by the majority of [12]

subjects (cf. [11])-

[13]

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in the present experi-”

ment 'provide a number of cues which are [14]

essential .for further research in Polish

intonation synthesis. 'They suggest. 'among

others, that ' due to both relatively higl

recognition rate and naturalness. the opti-

mum approximation variant is the one util- [15]

izing approximation by a broken line. Of

the two rising intonations judged as typi—

cal for Polish general interrogative utter—

anceS, the FR should be selected as the [16]

model one. as it is characterized by a

wider frequency of usage and. thus. is more

neutral. For similar reasons..the LF (and.

perhaps. the FF) should be chosen as the

model "declarative” intonation(s).
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